ROMAN SOURCES for GLOBAL IRISH CATHOLICISM

16–17 APRIL 2015
UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME
ROME GLOBAL GATEWAY
Via Ostilia 15, 00184 Rome, Italy

THURSDAY 16 APRIL 2015

2:30 P.M. Welcome/Opening Remarks

3:00 P.M. Session 1: Ireland, Rome, and the Iberian/North Atlantic World
- Luca Codignola, Università di Genova, Rome as Part of the Irish North Atlantic Experience, 1770–1830
- Terrence Murphy, Saint Mary’s University, Halifax, Language, Region, and Ethnic Identity: Roman Sources and the Study of Canadian Catholicism in the 19th Century
- Igor Pérez Tostado, Universidad Pablo de Olavide, Seville, Roman Perspectives on the Irish in the Iberian Atlantic

5:30 P.M. Keynote: Clare Carroll, Queens College, The City University of New York
- Irish Protestants, Catholics, and Feigned Heretics in the Global Setting of the Ospizio dei Convertendi, 1677–1792

7:15 P.M. Cocktail Reception (Hotel Capo D'Africa)

FRIDAY 17 APRIL 2015

9:00 A.M. Welcome

10:00 A.M. Session 2: Roman Sources for Global Irish Catholicism
- Colin Barr, University of Aberdeen, Rome: The Metropole of Ireland’s Empire
- Matteo Binasco, Cushwa Center, Whenever Green is Worn in Rome and Elsewhere: Roman Sources for Global Irish Catholicism
- Matteo Sanfilippo, Università della Tuscia, Viterbo, Irish Question or Irish Connection? Irish Catholics in North America and Australia through Roman Documents (19th – Early 20th Century)

12:30 P.M. Lunch (La Pace del Cervello)

2:30 P.M. Session 3: The Irish Catholic Clergy and Rome: A Long and Composite Relation
- Paolo Broggio, Università di Roma Tre, Il quarantennio romano di un irlandese ispanizzato: Luke Wadding tra Curia, sociabilità erudita e politica internazionale
- Brian Mac Cuarta, Archivum Romanum Societatis Iesu, Rome, An Elizabethan Convert’s Sojourn in Rome in the mid-1590s

4:30 P.M. Discussion: Future Research Projects

6:00 P.M. Visit to Saint Isidore's

8:30 P.M. Closing Dinner in Trastevere
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